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Inner Compass
Is it possible to fully accept, even love, the life you have? Is it
possible to drop the struggle to make yourself and your life
different? Acclaimed teacher and bestselling author Roger
Housden says yes in this profound alternative to nonstop
striving and self-criticism. Whether about our relationships,
careers, or spirituality, many of us judge ourselves as not
measuring up. But fulfillment comes when we stop struggling
and learn to trust the wisdom of what life presents us with.
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Housden wrote Dropping the Struggle as someone who, up
until a few years ago, spent much of his time in a covert
struggle with life. Despite his success, he often felt that
something was missing. He struggled for years with an
ongoing spiritual longing, with questions of meaning and
purpose, with the search for love, with all the usual difficulties
of being human, until he finally realized — though not with his
thinking mind — that the only thing life was asking of him was
to rest in a deeper knowing that was always there, usually
silently, behind the arguments and strategies that would so
commonly occupy his conscious self. “Struggle will never get
us the things we want most,” Housden writes, “love;
meaning; presence; freedom from anxiety over the past and
future; contentment with ourselves exactly as we are,
imperfections and all; the acceptance of our mortality —
because these things lie outside the ego’s domain. For
these, we need another way. That way begins and ends in
surrender, in letting go of our resistance to life as it presents
itself.”

The Heart of Community Engagement
In Inviting Happiness: Food Sharing in Post-Communist
Mongolia Sandrine Ruhlmann offers a monograph on food
practices of Mongolian families, which are linked to a
conception of sharing food and obtaining happiness in
relation with the good rebirth of the human soul.

Invitation To Possibility Land
The bestselling author of Wherever You Go, There You Are
(more than 1,000,000 total copies in print) and Full
Catastrophe Living joins forces with his wife, Myla, in this
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groundbreaking revised edition of the classic book about
mindfulness in parenting children of all ages.Updated with
new material--including an all new introduction and expanded
practices in the epilogue--Everyday Blessings remains one of
the few books on parenting that embraces the emotional,
intuitive, and deeply personal experience of being a parent,
applying the groundbreaking "mind/body connection"
expertise from global thought-leader, Jon Kabat-Zinn and his
wife, Myla Kabat-Zinn.

Invitation to Happiness
Offering a race-informed therapeutic approach to yoga, this
book invites yoga professionals to consider the psychological
impact of ethnic and race-based stress and trauma. It
describes the symptoms and causes of race-based traumatic
stress and includes instructions and illustrations for
Restorative Yoga practices.

The Inner Work
'Contributing to Your Company's Success' illuminates the
organizational dynamics that create and support a productive
work environment. This guidebook enables readers to
determine where they fit into a company's big picture, learn
how to work as part of a team, understand how a company
evaluates the bottom line, determine how to add value in
what they do, and develop their own approaches to being a
leader.

Dark Mirror: the inner work of witchcraft
Hollywood and the news media have repeatedly depicted the
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inner-city retail store as a scene of racial conflict and
acrimony. Civility in the City uncovers a quite different story.
Jennifer Lee examines the relationships between African
American, Jewish, and Korean merchants and their black
customers in New York and Philadelphia, and shows that, in
fact, social order, routine, and civility are the norm. Lee
illustrates how everyday civility is negotiated and maintained
in countless daily interactions between merchants and
customers. While merchant-customer relations are in no way
uniform, most are civil because merchants actively work to
manage tensions and smooth out incidents before they
escalate into racially charged anger. Civility prevails because
merchants make investments to maintain the day-to-day
routine, recognizing that the failure to do so can have
dramatic consequences. How then do minor clashes between
merchants and customers occasionally erupt into the largescale conflicts we see on television? Lee shows how innercity poverty and extreme inequality, coupled with the visible
presence of socially mobile newcomers, can provide fertile
ground for such conflicts. The wonder is that they occur so
rarely, a fact that the media ignore.

Invitation To Possibility Land
We would like to share a wild idea with you. An idea that
holds immense beauty. The essence of it is not new, by all
accounts it is an ancient concept, but it has been forgotten. In
our ever-changing world and with encyclopedias of
knowledge at our fingertips, this wisdom has slipped through
the fingers of collective consciousness. The idea is wonderful
in its simplicity, life-changing in potential and is this: women
are cyclical. A woman's body and mind experience regular
biological changes every month and these cause very real
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shifts in energy, emotions, and even perspectives. Whether or
not anyone is aware of this beautiful process, it is unfolding
every day in the life of every woman. We invite you to let the
BLOOD book take you on an inner journey of discovery as we
explore the secret source of female power: a woman's
cyclical nature. A deeper understanding of these forces will
unlock superpowers you never thought possible and pave the
way to a more balanced, authentic, fulfilling life.

It_s Time to do Inner work
"Six reflective essays and key contemplative practices offer
insights on the spiritual effects of racism in the United States
help readers answer the question: how do we free ourselves
from our repeated cycles of anger, denial, bitterness, pain,
fear, and violence?"--

Civility in the City
We often perceive intuition as mystical, magical, or fantastical
because it holds many far-reaching answers to the inner
workings of our world. Yes, it can be all that, but it is also
practical, experiential and scientific. The way we experience
intuition is vastly different - dependent upon our
understanding of and resonance with it - and influenced by
who we are as individuals, resulting in our natural and learned
abilities to process our thoughts. Discover how intuition
works. - Gain a general idea about intuition and how people
use and access it. - Recognise and get into the processes
and elements that make intuition work ordinarily and
extraordinarily. - Learn about and live by the practicalities of
intuition. - Train your mind towards the different thinking
methods and tools used to boost intuition. - Get acquainted
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with 'fantastical intuition'. Why discover intuition? Because
intuition is an invaluable tool in decision-making and it helps
us manoeuvre changes successfully.

Awaken Your Inner Fire
Inviting Happiness: Food Sharing in PostCommunist Mongolia
The Inner Work of Birth is a preparation guide for people who
are interested in participating fully in their birth experience.
Have you ever wondered if you have what it takes to bring a
child into the world? Do you have concerns about coping with
the challenges that you might face? This book is an
affirmation that your own inner strengths and capabilities are
the best resources that you could have. This book will be
valuable to people who see their lives as a journey of selfexploration and growth. Within the context of the maternity
experience, it explores finding your courage when you're
worried or anxious. It looks at the sometimes-daunting task of
releasing control in a situation that means so much to you. It
discusses ways to call up your power when you're feeling
helpless. It honors the peace and strength that can be found
in acceptance. In the end, The Inner Work of Birth can help
you realize that your satisfaction from your birth experience is
not dependent on getting the birth you want; but rather
wanting the birth you get.

The Courage Way
Are you searching for joy, inspiration or a deeper spiritual
connection? What if you found it wasn't around you or in
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others - but already within you. This book is your personal
invitation and path to finding happiness, and a more authentic
life. Please join you, in a new discovery of self and
perspective. And it's not only an invitation; it's an introduction
to the driving force that guides you through life and the secret
to living true to you - your inner angel. Inside these pages are
easy-to-use tools to get there, including practices for
introspection, hints for contemplation, and even a discovery
journal area to record inspirations from your inner angel.
Through reading contemplating and writing - you'll find a path
to your truest self - allowing you to live a more confident,
connected life of inner peace. So what are you waiting for?
This is your invitation to happiness. -- Ryuho Okawa

Intuition
Marking Time
Nicole Fleetwood enters American prisons to explore the
creativity flourishing there. Though isolated and degraded,
incarcerated artists produce bold works that testify to the
economic and racial injustice of American punishment. These
pieces, many published here for the first time, offer a new
vision of freedom for the twenty-first century.

Jornalero
IT'S TIMETo Do the Inner Work Aruna Ladva In our modern
21st century the stress and pressures of daily living are ever
increasing. We never seem to see a reduction in the things
that demand our time, money and attention.
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The Inner Work of Birth
A groundbreaking investigation of how inequality infects our
minds and gets under our skin Why are people more relaxed
and at ease with each other in some countries than others?
Why do we worry so much about what others think of us and
often feel social life is a stressful performance? Why is mental
illness three times as common in the USA as in Germany?
Why is the American dream more of a reality in Denmark than
the USA? What makes child well-being so much worse in
some countries than others? As The Inner Level
demonstrates, the answer to all these is inequality. In The
Spirit Level Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett put inequality
at the center of public debate by showing conclusively that
less equal societies fare worse than more equal ones across
everything from education to life expectancy. The Inner Level
now explains how inequality affects us individually, altering
how we think, feel and behave. It sets out the overwhelming
evidence that material inequities have powerful psychological
effects: when the gap between rich and poor increases, so
does the tendency to define and value ourselves and others
in terms of superiority and inferiority. A deep well of data and
analysis is drawn upon to empirically show, for example, that
low social status leads to elevated levels of stress hormones,
and how rates of anxiety, depression and addictions are
intimately related to the inequality which makes that status
paramount. Wilkinson and Pickett describe how these
responses to hierarchies evolved, and why the impacts of
inequality on us are so severe. In doing so, they challenge
the conception that humans are inescapably competitive and
self-interested. They undermine, too, the idea that inequality
is the product of "natural" differences in individual ability. This
book draws together many of the most urgent problems
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facing societies today, but it is not just an index of our ills. It
demonstrates that societies based on fundamental equalities,
sharing and reciprocity generate much higher levels of wellbeing, and lays out the path towards them.

How to Do the Work
Drawing on first-hand accounts of action research in the
Americas, Africa, and Asia, The Heart of Community
Engagement illustrates the transformative learning journeys
of exemplary catalysts for community-based change.
Practitioners' stories of community engagement for social
justice in the Global South elucidate the moments of insight
and transformation that deepened their practice: how to deal
with uncertainty, recognize their own blind spots, become
aware of what is emergent and possible in the moment, and
weave an inclusive bond of love, respect, and purpose. Each
successive narrative adds a deeper level of understanding of
the inner practice of community engagement. The stories
illuminate the reflective, or inner, practice of the outside
change agent, whether a planner, designer, participatory
action researcher, or community development practitioner.
From a shantytown in South Africa, to a rural community in
India, or an informal settlement in peri-urban Mexico, the
stories focus attention on the greatest leverage point for
change that we, as engaged practitioners, have: our own selfawareness. By the end of the book, the practitioners are not
only aware of their own conditioned beliefs and assumptions,
but have opened their minds and hearts to the complex and
dynamic patterns of emergent change that is possible. This
book serves as a much-needed reader of practice stories to
help instructors and students find the words, concepts, and
examples to talk about their own subjective experience of
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community engagement practice. The book applies some of
the leading-edge concepts from organizational development
and leadership studies to the fields of planning, design, and
community engagement practice. Key concepts include the
deep dive of sensing the social field, seeing the whole, and
presencing the emergent future. The book also provides a
creative bridge between participatory action research and
design thinking: user-based design, rapid prototyping, and
learning from doing. Mexico, the stories focus attention on the
greatest leverage point for change that we, as engaged
practitioners, have: our own self-awareness. By the end of
the book, the practitioners are not only aware of their own
conditioned beliefs and assumptions, but have opened their
minds and hearts to the complex and dynamic patterns of
emergent change that is possible. This book serves as a
much-needed reader of practice stories to help instructors
and students find the words, concepts, and examples to talk
about their own subjective experience of community
engagement practice. The book applies some of the leadingedge concepts from organizational development and
leadership studies to the fields of planning, design, and
community engagement practice. Key concepts include the
deep dive of sensing the social field, seeing the whole, and
presencing the emergent future. The book also provides a
creative bridge between participatory action research and
design thinking: user-based design, rapid prototyping, and
learning from doing. typing, and learning from doing.

Gateways to the Soul
Presents an epic history that covers the period from the end
of World War I through the 1970s, chronicling the decadeslong migration of African Americans from the South to the
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North and West through the stories of three individuals and
their families.

The Inner Camino
"Many people feel powerless in the face of what they see on
TV or read in the news -- a world in crisis, with wars and
violence taking place across the globe. Scilla Elworthy has
written a book for all those who want to step out of
helplessness and apply their own personal skills to do
something about the challenges now facing us."--Back cover.

Restorative Yoga for Ethnic and Race-Based
Stress and Trauma
10th Anniversary Edition Whatever path you’re on, God is
there to guide you . . . Anyone seeking to deepen his or her
relationship with God will greatly benefit from Inner Compass,
Margaret Silf’s dynamic presentation of the profound insights
of St. Ignatius of Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises. While
reflective, the work exudes a congenial, practical outlook and
a thoroughly modern sensibility. As Silf points out, the book
“grew out of questions rather than certainty, discovery rather
than doctrine, the experience of everyday living rather than
academic study.” This tenth-anniversary edition of the
acclaimed Inner Compass features a new introduction and
personal invitation to the reader, plus a significantly expanded
resource section. Devoted followers of Ignatian spirituality
and spiritual seekers alike will find that wherever life has led
them, Inner Compass offers renewed direction and purpose
and helps them recognize the will of God within their own
hearts.
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America's Racial Karma
We experience so many mixed and missed messages in the
world about who we are and what others mean by what they
say and do. Within these pages is a journey to clear up the
confusion by deeply knowing yourself and understanding
other people better. This is an opportunity to authentically
explore who you are and choose to show up in the world
honoring your unique makeup. The goal for this workbook is
to provide you the kind of insight that helps you love more
deeply, work more effectively and make your contribution to
the world with confidence and beauty. Experiencing the tools
within this workbook and engaging the personal work can
lead to fulfillment, help you resolve some places where you
might be stuck and make strides toward your vision for your
life! You are so valuable to the world. This inner work book is
a tool to help you know and embrace your value with clarity
and boldness.

The Journey Home
Too many companies are managed not by leaders, but by
mere role players and faceless bureaucrats. What does it
take to be a real leader—one who is confident in who she is
and what she stands for, and who truly inspires people to
achieve extraordinary results? Rob Goffee and Gareth Jones
argue that leaders don’t become great by aspiring to a list of
universal character traits. Rather, effective leaders are
authentic: they deploy individual strengths to engage
followers’ hearts, minds, and souls. They are skillful at
consistently being themselves, even as they alter their
behaviors to respond effectively in changing contexts. In this
lively and practical book, Goffee and Jones draw from
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extensive research to reveal how to hone and deploy one’s
unique leadership assets while managing the inherent
tensions at the heart of successful leadership: showing
emotion and withholding it, getting close to followers while
keeping distance, and maintaining individuality while
“conforming enough.” Underscoring the social nature of
leadership, the book also explores how leaders can remain
attuned to the needs and expectations of followers. Why
Should Anyone Be Led By You? will forever change how we
view, develop, and practice the art of leadership, wherever we
live and work.

The Warmth of Other Suns
How to Do the Work
From Robert A. Johnson, the bestselling author of
Transformation, Owning Your Own Shadow, and the
groundbreaking works He, She, and We, comes a practical
four-step approach to using dreams and the imagination for a
journey of inner transformation. In Inner Work, the renowned
Jungian analyst offers a powerful and direct way to approach
the inner world of the unconscious, often resulting in a central
transformative experience. A repackaged classic by a major
name in the field, Robert Johnson’s Inner Work enables us to
find extraordinary strengths and resources in the hidden
depths of our own subconscious.

The Business Plan for Peace
From Dr. Nicole LePera, creator of "the holistic
psychologist"--the online phenomenon with more than two
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million Instagram followers--comes a revolutionary approach
to healing that harnesses the power of the self to produce
lasting change. As a clinical psychologist, Dr. Nicole LePera
often found herself frustrated by the limitations of traditional
psychotherapy. Wanting more for her patients--and for
herself--she began a journey to develop a united philosophy
of mental, physical and spiritual health that equips people
with the interdisciplinary tools necessary to heal themselves.
After experiencing the life-changing results herself, she
began to share what she'd learned with others--and soon
"The Holistic Psychologist" was born. Now, Dr. LePera is
ready to share her much-requested protocol with the world. In
How to Do the Work, she offers both a manifesto for selfhealing as well as an essential guide to creating a more
vibrant, authentic, and joyful life. Drawing on the latest
research from a diversity of scientific fields and healing
modalities, Dr. LePera helps us recognize how adverse
experiences and trauma in childhood live with us, resulting in
whole body dysfunction--activating armful stress responses
that keep us stuck engaging in patterns of codependency,
emotional immaturity, and trauma bonds. Unless addressed,
these self-sabotaging behaviors can quickly become cyclical,
leaving people feeling unhappy, unfulfilled, and unwell. In
How to Do the Work, Dr. LePera offers readers the support
and tools that will allow them to break free from destructive
behaviors to reclaim and recreate their lives. Nothing short of
a paradigm shift, this is a celebration of empowerment that
will forever change the way we approach mental health and
self-care.

The Inner Level
This is a manual for the conscious experiencing and
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celebration of life as lived day by day; our natural state of
peace, laughter, pain, love, and truth. This is life and one day
we die, so how can we truly be here for each conscious
moment with no postponement or absence? The author
invites the reader through essays, methods, and poetry, to a
quickening and deepening of this journey.

Inner Work
"A stunning story worth reading. Radhanath Swami's journey
from the external to the internal world is awe-inspiring. His
determination as an ardent seeker of truth is clear, for at last
he savored seeing the soul face-to-face. The Journey Home
is the story of a seeker who became a seer. May many be
inspired to experience what he has experienced."---B. K. S.
Iyengar, Author Iyengar Yoga: Wisdom & Practice "A
generational journey to the East by one who found the real
goal of all seeking, The Journey Home is one of the most
remarkable and intimate portrayals of the life and adventure
of an American swami, providing the reader the opportunity
for a similar transformation."---David Frawley, Author Yoga:
The Greater Tradition and Yoga and Ayurveda "Here is an
inspiring chapter of `our story' of spiritual pilgrimage to the
East. It shows the inner journey of awakening in a fascinating
and spellbinding way."---Ram Dass, Author Be Here Now
---"The Journey Home is a rare and intimate view into
initiation and process of becoming a swami through the fire of
Bhakti yoga and the extraordinary sacred landscape of India.
An inspiring journey for all---Shiva Rea, Author Yoga Wave
Within This extraordinary memoir, Radhanath Swami weaves
a colorful tapestry of adventure, mysticism, and love. Readers
follow Richard Slavin from the suburbs of Chicago to the
caves of the Himalayas as he transforms from young seeker
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to renowned spiritual guide. The Journey Home is an intimate
account of the steps to self-awareness and also a penetrating
glimpse into the heart of mystic traditions and the challenges
that all souls must face on the road to inner harmony and a
union with the Divine. Through near-death encounters;
apprenticeships with advanced yogis, and years of travel
along the pilgrim's path, Radhanath Swami eventually
reaches the inner sanctum of India's mystic culture and finds
the love he has been seeking. It is a tale told with rare
candor, immersing the reader in a journey that is at once
engaging, humorous, and heartwarming.

Inner Work for Outer Results
The Inner Work will take you on a hero's journey through the
uncharted depths of your subconscious mind to understand
your shadows and unlock the greatness of your full potential.
Through the uprooting of limiting beliefs and transcendence
of themes of consciousness which perpetuate suffering, true
freedom and lasting happiness will finally be revealed. By
process of radical self-analysis and a practical three-step
method, The Inner Work invites you to let go of your struggle
with life. If you are a human, and you want to be happy, this
book is for you.

The Alchemy of Inner Work
The Courage Way Leading and Living with Integrity
Leadership can be exhausting, lonely, frustrating,
disappointing, and downright discouraging. You have to make
good decisions while balancing inevitable tensions and
knowing when to take risks. You need to keep your values in
sight regardless of the pressures around you and stay calm in
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the storms that arise. At its core, leadership is a daily,
ongoing practice, a journey toward becoming your best self
and inviting others to do the same. And at the heart of this
daily practice is courage. And that's where The Courage Way
comes in. It's a guide to leadership that names and explores
this important resource and shows leaders how to access and
draw upon courage in all that they do. It has its roots in the
work of Parker J. Palmer, who in fifty years of teaching,
speaking, and writing has explored the human spirit—what he
has called “the inner landscape”—and its role in life and
leadership. Shelly Francis identifies key ingredients needed to
cultivate courage, the most fundamental being trust—in
ourselves and in each other. She describes the Center for
Courage & Renewal's Circle of Trust approach, centered
around eleven “touchstones,” poetic and practical operating
guidelines for holding the meaningful conversations of inner
work and trust building. Each chapter features true stories of
how leaders in all kinds of settings have overcome challenges
and strengthened their organizations through touchstones like
“Extend invitation, not demand,” “No fixing, saving, advising,
or correcting,” and “When the going gets rough, turn to
wonder.” This graceful and inspiring book is a guide to
courageous leadership and a journey of self-discovery—the
two are inextricable. As Francis writes, “Courage is not only
in you—it is you. In your moments of courage, that's when you
meet your true self.”

The Inner Work of Racial Justice
“My sincere hope is that everyone will read this treasure trove
of essential inner knowledge. This book is a magnificent
accomplishment." -- Caroline Myss, author of Anatomy of the
Spirit Alchemy is the science of transformation—how to
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change one thing into something else. In The Alchemy of
Inner Work, Dechar and Fox examine how illness, suffering,
and dis-ease—the “lead” of our lives—can become the “gold”
of our authentic selves, and the key to good health and wellbeing. Drawing on traditional Chinese medicine, Eastern and
Western alchemical traditions, Kabbalah, and Jungian
psychology—plus case studies from working with patients—the
authors provide hands-on insights for bringing “the soul of
medicine” back into our lives. The book includes: A simple
introduction to the ancient practices and principles alchemy
How the alchemical model offers a profoundly new path to
true health and well-being An array of practices for removing
the barriers that block our own healing energy An invitation to
alchemical “dream work” as a support on the path of healing

Influence Starts with “I”
Ancient Wisdom for Modern Life Are you looking for deeper
meaning? Are you stressed, anxious, depressed or
overwhelmed? Do you long for happiness and peace?
Ancient wisdom traditions teach us how to achieve peace of
mind. Learn how these practices can create real, lasting
peace and happiness in your modern life. Learn powerful
techniques to: -Truly and deeply love yourself -Overcome
feelings of unworthiness, depression, anxiety or stress
-Understand power from within -Heal your emotional wounds
-Develop a deeper feeling of faith -Become your own best
friend

The BLOOD Book
Influence is power. What does a woman need to lead well in
today's competitive work environment? If you think it's a
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coercive, "power over" style of leadership, think again.
Influence Starts with "I": A Woman's Guide for Unleashing the
Power of Leading from Within and Effecting Change Around
You outlines how to be a more effective leader by tapping into
the authentic "I" within you to cultivate "power with" others
and effect change around you. Influence skills are important
ingredients to effective leadership in today's complex
organizations and institutions. In her latest title, author and
leadership coach Jeanne Porter King provides a guide for
developing the personal side of leadership. This guide helps
you to -Identify your leadership purpose -Develop an
influence mindset -Use your power strategically -Negotiate
gender barriers -Build your support system, and more
Reflective exercises and questions allow you to readily apply
what you've learned and build your plan for growth. Every
existing and emerging woman leader needs to carve out the
space and time to do the inner work on their leadership.
Whether you work in a corporate setting or a nonprofit
organization, you have what it takes to lead from within and
influence positive change around you.

Go from Confusion to Clarity
This book answers a number of fundamental questions about
listening in coaching and mentoring. What difference does
being heard make to the speaker? How does it have that
effect? What are the necessary components of good
listening? How do you evaluate your practice as a listener
and how do you improve? The process of writing this book led
the author to look closely at his own practice, test,
experiment, and push his listening to a higher level. He invites
the reader to do the same. This book identifies what it takes
to listen well - the skills, mind-set, presence, self-awareness
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and self-management - and why it can be hard. It
demonstrates how four modes of listening - attention, inquiry,
observation and use of self - all contribute to the listener's
understanding and to the speaker's awareness. It argues that
we all have a 'learning edge' as listeners and provides a
framework that helps each of us find it. The book is intended
as a companion for anyone who commits to becoming a good
listener. It shows how to develop expertise in the four modes
of listening. It offers examples and principles to guide
practice, questions for reflection, and a series of 'workouts' to
help the listener develop their ability to listen. It encourages
by showing how good listening is simple - you turn up, pay
attention and listen with all you have, and it challenges by
identifying the work it takes to do that. commits to becoming a
good listener. It shows how to develop expertise in the four
modes of listening. It offers examples and principles to guide
practice, questions for reflection, and a series of 'workouts' to
help the listener develop their ability to listen. It encourages
by showing how good listening is simple - you turn up, pay
attention and listen with all you have, and it challenges by
identifying the work it takes to do that.

Dropping the Struggle
An essential mindfulness and compassion-based approach to
confront racial injustice and work towards healing Law
professor and mindfulness practitioner Rhonda Magee shows
that the work of racial justice begins with ourselves. When
conflict and division are everyday realities, our instincts tell us
to close ranks, to find the safety of our own tribe, and to
blame others. The practice of embodied mindfulness--paying
attention to our thoughts, feelings, and physical sensations in
an open, nonjudgmental way--increases our emotional
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resilience, helps us to recognize our unconscious bias, and
gives us the space to become less reactive and to choose
how we respond to injustice. For victims of injustice,
embodied mindfulness calms our fears and helps us to
exercise self-compassion. Magee shows us how to slow
down and reflect on microaggressions--to hold them with
some objectivity and distance--rather than bury unpleasant
experiences so they have a cumulative effect over time. She
helps us develop the capacity to address the fears and
anxieties that would otherwise lead us to re-create patterns of
separation and division. It is only by healing from injustices
and dissolving our personal barriers to connection that we
develop the ability to view others with compassion and to live
in community with people of vastly different backgrounds and
viewpoints. Incorporating mindfulness exercises, research,
and Magee's hard-won insights, The Inner Work of Racial
Justice offers a road map to a more peaceful world.

Everyday Blessings
Best-selling author HeatherAsh Amara invites you to find your
inner spark and fan it into a flame that burns with passion
through every aspect of your life. This bright inner fire is, in
reality, the joy of living. However, it can become cloudy and
obscured if it is not nourished. This book is an antidote to the
apathy, unhappiness, and depression that sets in when you
forget to pay attention to and tend your inner fire. Filled with
exercises, meditations, and anecdotes that demonstrate how
easy it is to fall into negative patterns of thought and
behavior, Amara provides a game plan for working on your 4
energy bodies (mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual) and
for: Freeing yourself from old agreements Healing old
traumas Dispensing with false beliefs Facing the future with
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courage and hope Setting goals Acting from your internal
stillness Making smart choices Moving beyond stress The
brightness of your inner fire can be measured by your joy of
living, and HeatherAsh Amara invites you to fan the flames of
your inner fire so that joy manifests itself in every single
aspect of your life.

Mud Lotus Mystic
From Dr. Nicole LePera, creator of "the holistic
psychologist"—the online phenomenon with more than two
million Instagram followers—comes a revolutionary approach
to healing that harnesses the power of the self to produce
lasting change. As a clinical psychologist, Dr. Nicole LePera
often found herself frustrated by the limitations of traditional
psychotherapy. Wanting more for her patients—and for
herself—she began a journey to develop a united philosophy
of mental, physical and spiritual wellness that equips people
with the interdisciplinary tools necessary to heal themselves.
After experiencing the life-changing results herself, she
began to share what she’d learned with others—and soon
“The Holistic Psychologist” was born. Now, Dr. LePera is
ready to share her much-requested protocol with the world. In
How to Do the Work, she offers both a manifesto for
SelfHealing as well as an essential guide to creating a more
vibrant, authentic, and joyful life. Drawing on the latest
research from a diversity of scientific fields and healing
modalities, Dr. LePera helps us recognize how adverse
experiences and trauma in childhood live with us, resulting in
whole body dysfunction—activating harmful stress responses
that keep us stuck engaging in patterns of codependency,
emotional immaturity, and trauma bonds. Unless addressed,
these self-sabotaging behaviors can quickly become cyclical,
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leaving people feeling unhappy, unfulfilled, and unwell. In
How to Do the Work, Dr. LePera offers readers the support
and tools that will allow them to break free from destructive
behaviors to reclaim and recreate their lives. Nothing short of
a paradigm shift, this is a celebration of empowerment that
will forever change the way we approach mental wellness and
self-care.

Contributing to Your Company's Success
Are you looking to make real and lasting change in your life?
The Inner Camino offers a reliable method to support such
change effortlessly, even when we feel imprisoned in
situations that appear intransigent or hopeless. With easy to
follow maps and a compass to re-orientate the reader in the
direction of their true purpose in life the Inner Camino guides
the reader on an inner pilgrimage. Along the path the reader
learns to dream into hitherto undreamt visions for our world
and ourselves. This guidebook is practical, unsentimental and
packed with immediately applicable insights towards clearly
identified and easily accessible goals. The Inner Camino
takes the reader on a heroic journey of awakening within. It
initiates an extraordinary expedition, both deep into our own
psychology, and to the heights of our numinous potential, our
mystical capacities. Between these two differing terrains, the
Inner Camino follows the way-marks through our most
creative source of wisdom, our Intuitive Consciousness.

Why Should Anyone Be Led by You?
Letting Go of Resistance: The Inner Work Journey [Ed1] is a
spiritual development book that offers a simple and
straightforward method for making a penetrating bond with
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your soul. You will experience a profound connection through
the intuitive center of your being and simultaneously with the
energetic center of your heart. In moments of darkness, we
find that there is a way to find true joy and happiness and,
most of all, meaning in life. You will discover your
uniqueness. You will explore the question: “Do I know how
special I am?”

Letting Go of Resistance:
The United States has seen a dramatic rise in the number of
informal day labor sites in the last two decades. Typically
frequented by Latin American men (mostly “undocumented”
immigrants), these sites constitute an important source of
unskilled manual labor. Despite day laborers’ ubiquitous
presence in urban areas, however, their very existence is
overlooked in much of the research on immigration. While
standing in plain view, these jornaleros live and work in a
precarious environment: as they try to make enough money
to send home, they are at the mercy of unscrupulous
employers, doing dangerous and underpaid work, and,
ultimately, experiencing great threats to their identities and
social roles as men. Juan Thomas Ordóñez spent two years
on an informal labor site in the San Francisco Bay Area,
documenting the harsh lives led by some of these men during
the worst economic crisis that the United States has seen in
decades. He earned a perspective on the immigrant
experience based on close relationships with a cohort of men
who grappled with constant competition, stress, and
loneliness. Both eye-opening and heartbreaking, the book
offers a unique perspective on how the informal economy of
undocumented labor truly functions in American society.
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The Art of Listening in Coaching and Mentoring
A guide on how to live more soulfully and, in so doing,
transform yourself and the planet • Explores the connections
between healing your personal wounds and healing the
planet • Explains how embracing unitive qualities such as
love, friendship, joy, courage, forgiveness, and truth, as well
as facing your Shadow sides and confronting world evil,
enables you to move through important gateways leading to
soul • Offers a variety of transpersonal exercises,
meditations, and guided visualizations Humanity is in a great
crisis of soul today, but there is also much good will around.
As a species, we are challenged to start embracing a new
story, one that enables us to be less greedy and materialistic
and to espouse peace not war, kindness not cruelty, and
heart as opposed to indifference. What we need is to bring
more soul into the world. In this guide about engaging in inner
work to bring change into the world, Dr. Serge BeddingtonBehrens reveals how the healing of our personal wounds
combined with the growing of our soul life leads us directly to
the addressing of world problems. Sharing inspirational
stories from his own personal journey of becoming a
transpersonal psychotherapist, shaman, and activist, he
shows you how, by transforming your inner world, you begin
creating important positive ripples that reverberate around all
areas of your outer one. The exercises and meditations he
has devised will not only help you heal and become more fully
human but also enable you to bring a very different kind of
awareness--a sacred awareness--into all areas of your
everyday life. Not only will this enable you to experience more
joy and meaning as you increasingly disconnect from the
clutches of the system, but you will also find yourself opening
your heart, reclaiming your personal power, bringing in new
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myths for humanity to live by, and gradually shifting away
from being part of the problems in the world to becoming a
core part of their solution.
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